Hermit Cab: for the most meticulous of sound direction and control!
Helping guitar players achieve their ideal sound in all environments.
Hermit Cab offers a line of unique patented speaker cabinet designs that allow musicians to completely control their sound
through a new design utilizing baffles, isolation, and built in microphones. Although Hermit Cab is initial focus is on cabinets for
guitar amplification, designs for bass and other stringed instruments are in R&D and a few current designs work equally well for
both guitar and bass.
Richard Fortus, Guns N’ Roses’ guitarist said "We compared every cabinet we had against these cabs when we were figuring out what
we needed for the tour, and the hermits won every time," Fortus said. "We are stoked and have a clear winner." Richard added “And now
with the completed success of the winter 2009 tour, Guns N’ Roses will continue using Hermit Cab’s for their world tour." Five Hermit Cab
type 5RF 4x12's are on tour with Guns ‘n’ Roses.
The main purpose of this cab is to serve as an alternative to a power attenuator by isolating, defusing and directing the sound
coming out of the speakers. Players can now achieve a maximum tonal experience live and in the studio by cranking the amp with
almost 100 percent isolation from other sound sources.
With the "Ultra Light Microphone Placement System" one or more microphones can be installed and are fully adjustable within the
cabinet to the precise spot of choice in front of the speaker. The mic cord plugs directly into the Nutrix mic jacks on the jack panel
to which the internal microphone cable is connected, allowing for full sound isolation. The cabinet’s internal baffle houses the
speakers at the correct predetermined degree angle (depending on the model).
The Type 2 and Type 5 have hinged door panels front and back (on most models). The hinged door panels have two types of hinges
that allow the door panels to be opened a select amount and to remain open and set to the desired position to tune the Hermit
Cab to any environment. One hinge allows the door panels to go from closed to desired position to tune the Hermit Cab to any
environment. One hinge allows the door panels to go from closed to open and anywhere in between. The other is a custom hinge
that holds the door panels in any location placed for the desired volume and diffusion. Opening the door panels attenuates the
volume mechanically and defuses the sound 180 degrees off the panel so that the player (and the rest of the band) can hear it, but
the sound man can't and the audience receives less direct sound. The defusing effect of the panels gives the player the desired
sound that is usually heard at 8 to 12 feet from the cabinet at a distance of only 1 to 5 feet.

Hermit Cab’s

Extra’s

Club Series Type 2 1x12
Club Series Type 2 2x12
Club Series Type 2 Ultra Light 1x12
Club Series Type 2 Ultra Light 2x12
ATA 1x12 16 inch Cube
ATA 1x12 20 inch Cube
ATA 1x12 Type 5
ATA 2x12 Type 5
ATA 4x12RF Type 5
ATA 4x12 3D Type 5

2nd “Ultra Light Variable Microphone Placement System”
Stereo/Mono Switch
Parallel Nuetrix Amp Inputs
Choice of Laminate Colors & Coverings
Variable Rear Door on 4x12’s
Oversized Cabinet
Caster Board
Tote Pull-Out Handle & Corner Wheels for ATA Cubes
Speakers
Microphones

The Club cabs are now available in two different styles; the original Hermit Cab Club
has defining details that where designed to stand out on stage, and the new LW or new
light weight style while sporting less cosmetic details still looks good and offers the same
performance at a noticeably lower weight. DeadEnd Cabs - Coming Soon!

Standard Options:

ATA; built in corner handles and all related high quality standard ATA hardware
Single "Ultra Light Variable Microphone Placement System"; includes Nutrix mic cord receptacle,
installed wiring & single versatile hanging hardware
Variable front and rear door standard on all but 4x12RF
Nutrix locking amp inputs & wiring
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ATA Type 5 1x12 20 inch Cube

ATA Type 5 1x12 20 inch Cube

Corner wheels

Pull out tote handle

ATA Type 5 1x12 20 inch Cube

Richard Fortus G n’R 2011 New Years Las Vegas
with 2 of their Hermit Cab ATA Type 5RF 4x12’s

ATA Type 5 Oversized 2x12
Club Type 2 Custom Red & White 2x12

ATA Type 5 1x12 16 inch Cube

Back

ATA Type 5 2x12

Club Type 2 Custom 2x12

Top

ATA Type 5 2x12
Front open & mic System

ATA Type 5 2x12

ATA Type 5 3D 4x12
ATA Type 5 2x12

Hermit Cab ATA Type 5 1x12 & 2x12

UltraLight
Mic System

Custom
Elbow
Hinge

Club Type 2 Custom 2x12

Nutrix Mic & Speaker

Club Type 2 2x12 Top
Club Type 2 2x12 back

Club Ultra-Light

Custom Color Oversized 1x12

THE WORLD’S MOST VERSATILE
SPEAKER CABINET
Hermit Cab, a line of revolutionary

ATA 16inch CUBE 1x12 TYPE 5

speaker cabinets that allow guitarists

The ATA cabs are both a high quality ATA approved flight
case and a fantastic and versatile speaker system all in one.
They work the same as the Club series while sporting more
industrial cosmetic details and can be use as both a
conventional speaker cabinet and/or an iso cabinet while
also being nearly bullet proof..
All Hermit Cab’s come installed with a single "Ultra Light
Microphone Placement System" a single microphones to be
fully adjustable within the cabinet to the precise spot of
choice in front of the speaker. The mic cord plugs directly
into the Neutrik mic jacks on the jack panel to which the
internal microphone cable is connected, allowing for full
sound isolation.

and other amplified musicians to
completely control their sound through
an unprecedented Patented design,
utilizing baffles, isolation, and built‐in
microphones. They are one of the first
major modifications to speaker cabinets
in over 40 years of production in the
musical instrument industry and
revolutionizes the tools at hand for the
modern live and studio guitarist.

STANDARD OPTIONS
Single "Ultra Light Variable Microphone Placement
System" includes Neutrik mic cord receptacle,
installed wiring & single versatile hanging hardware.
Variable front and rear door standard Neutrik locking
amp input jacks & speaker wiring.

EXTRA’S
- 2nd "Ultra Light Variable Microphone Placement System"
- Stereo/mono switch
- Parallel Neutrik amp inputs
- Choice of colors and coverings - call for details
- Tote Pull-Out Handle & Corner Wheels for ATA Cubes
- Speakers - contact for models and prices
- Microphones - contact for models and prices
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Weight - unloaded 25 lbs

Size - 16 inches wide, 16 inches deep, 16 inches tall

THE WORLD’S MOST VERSATILE
SPEAKER CABINET

ATA 20inch CUBE 1x12 or 1x15 TYPE 5
The ATA cabs are both a high quality ATA approved flight
case and a fantastic and versatile speaker system all in one.
They work the same as the Club series while sporting more
industrial cosmetic details and can be use as both a
conventional speaker cabinet and/or an iso cabinet while
also being nearly bullet proof..
All Hermit Cab’s come installed with a single "Ultra Light
Microphone Placement System" a single microphones to be
fully adjustable within the cabinet to the precise spot of
choice in front of the speaker. The mic cord plugs directly
into the Neutrik mic jacks on the jack panel to which the
internal microphone cable is connected, allowing for full
sound isolation.

Hermit Cab, a line of revolutionary
speaker cabinets that allow guitarists
and other amplified musicians to
completely control their sound through
an unprecedented Patented design,
utilizing baffles, isolation, and built‐in
microphones. They are one of the first
major modifications to speaker cabinets
in over 40 years of production in the
musical instrument industry and
revolutionizes the tools at hand for the
modern live and studio guitarist.

STANDARD OPTIONS
Single "Ultra Light Variable Microphone Placement
System" includes Neutrik mic cord receptacle,
installed wiring & single versatile hanging hardware.
Variable front and rear door standard Neutrik
locking amp input jacks & speaker wiring.

EXTRA’S
- 2nd "Ultra Light Variable Microphone Placement System"
- Stereo/mono switch
- Parallel Neutrik amp inputs
- Choice of colors and coverings - call for details
- Casters or Caster Board
- Speakers - contact for models and prices
- Microphones - contact for models and prices
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Weight - unloaded 40 lbs

Size - 20 inches wide, 20 inches deep, 20 inches tall

THE WORLD’S MOST VERSATILE
SPEAKER CABINET
Hermit Cab, a line of revolutionary

ATA 1x12 TYPE 5

speaker cabinets that allow guitarists

The ATA cabs are both a high quality ATA approved flight
case and a fantastic and versatile speaker system all in one.
They work the same as the Club series while sporting more
industrial cosmetic details and can be use as both a
conventional speaker cabinet and/or an iso cabinet while
also being nearly bullet proof..
All Hermit Cab’s come installed with a single "Ultra Light
Microphone Placement System" a single microphones to be
fully adjustable within the cabinet to the precise spot of
choice in front of the speaker. The mic cord plugs directly
into the Neutrik mic jacks on the jack panel to which the
internal microphone cable is connected, allowing for full
sound isolation.

and other amplified musicians to
completely control their sound through
an unprecedented Patented design,
utilizing baffles, isolation, and built‐in
microphones. They are one of the first
major modifications to speaker cabinets
in over 40 years of production in the
musical instrument industry and
revolutionizes the tools at hand for the
modern live and studio guitarist.

STANDARD OPTIONS
Single "Ultra Light Variable Microphone Placement
System" includes Neutrik mic cord receptacle,
installed wiring & single versatile hanging hardware.
Variable front and rear door standard Neutrik locking
amp input jacks & speaker wiring.

EXTRA’S
- 2nd "Ultra Light Variable Microphone Placement System"
- Stereo/mono switch
- Parallel Neutrik amp inputs
- Choice of colors and coverings - call for details
- Casters or Caster Board
- Speakers - contact for models and prices
- Microphones - contact for models and prices
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Weight - unloaded 50 lbs

Size - 28 inches wide, 16 inches deep, 22 inches tall

THE WORLD’S MOST VERSATILE
SPEAKER CABINET
Hermit Cab, a line of revolutionary

ATA 2x12 TYPE 5

speaker cabinets that allow guitarists

The ATA cabs are both a high quality ATA approved flight
case and a fantastic and versatile speaker system all in one.
They work the same as the Club series while sporting more
industrial cosmetic details and can be use as both a
conventional speaker cabinet and/or an iso cabinet while
also being nearly bullet proof..
All Hermit Cab’s come installed with a single "Ultra Light
Microphone Placement System" a single microphones to be
fully adjustable within the cabinet to the precise spot of
choice in front of the speaker. The mic cord plugs directly
into the Neutrik mic jacks on the jack panel to which the
internal microphone cable is connected, allowing for full
sound isolation.

and other amplified musicians to
completely control their sound through
an unprecedented Patented design,
utilizing baffles, isolation, and built‐in
microphones. They are one of the first
major modifications to speaker cabinets
in over 40 years of production in the
musical instrument industry and
revolutionizes the tools at hand for the
modern live and studio guitarist.

STANDARD OPTIONS
Single "Ultra Light Variable Microphone Placement
System" includes Neutrik mic cord receptacle,
installed wiring & single versatile hanging hardware.
Variable front and rear door standard Neutrik
locking amp input jacks & speaker wiring.

EXTRA’S
- 2nd "Ultra Light Variable Microphone Placement System"
- Stereo/mono switch
- Parallel Neutrik amp inputs
- Choice of colors and coverings - call for details
- Casters or Caster Board
- Speakers - contact for models and prices
- Microphones - contact for models and prices
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Weight - unloaded 60 lbs

Size - 34 inches wide, 16 inches deep, 24 inches tall

THE WORLD’S MOST VERSATILE
SPEAKER CABINET
Hermit Cab, a line of revolutionary

CLUB SERIES 1x12 TYPE 2

speaker cabinets that allow guitarists

The Club cabs are now available in two different styles;
the original Hermit Cab Club has defining details that where
designed to stand out on stage, and the new LW or new light
weight style while sporting less cosmetic details still looks good
and offers the same performance at a noticeably lower weight.
All Hermit Cab’s come installed with a single "Ultra Light
Microphone Placement System" a single microphones to be fully
adjustable within the cabinet to the precise spot of choice in
front of the speaker. The mic cord plugs directly into the Neutrik
mic jacks on the jack panel to which the internal microphone
cable is connected, allowing for full sound isolation.

and other amplified musicians to
completely control their sound through
an unprecedented Patented design,
utilizing baffles, isolation, and built‐in
microphones. They are one of the first
major modifications to speaker cabinets
in over 40 years of production in the
musical instrument industry and
revolutionizes the tools at hand for the
modern live and studio guitarist.

STANDARD OPTIONS
Single "Ultra Light Variable Microphone Placement
System" includes Neutrik mic cord receptacle,
installed wiring & single versatile hanging hardware.
Variable front and rear door standard Neutrik locking
amp input jacks & speaker wiring.

EXTRA’S
- 2nd "Ultra Light Variable Microphone Placement System"
- Stereo/mono switch
- Parallel Neutrik amp inputs
- Choice of colors and coverings - call for details
- Over-sized cabinet
- Casters or Caster Board
- Speakers - contact for models and prices
- Microphones - contact for models and prices
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Weight - unloaded 50 lbs

Size - 26 inches wide, 11 inches deep, 20 inches tall

THE WORLD’S MOST VERSATILE
SPEAKER CABINET
Hermit Cab, a line of revolutionary

CLUB SERIES 2x12 TYPE 2

speaker cabinets that allow guitarists

The Club cabs are now available in two different styles;
the original Hermit Cab Club has defining details that where
designed to stand out on stage, and the new LW or new light
weight style while sporting less cosmetic details still looks good
and offers the same performance at a noticeably lower weight.
All Hermit Cab’s come installed with a single "Ultra Light
Microphone Placement System" a single microphones to be fully
adjustable within the cabinet to the precise spot of choice in
front of the speaker. The mic cord plugs directly into the Neutrik
mic jacks on the jack panel to which the internal microphone
cable is connected, allowing for full sound isolation.

and other amplified musicians to
completely control their sound through
an unprecedented Patented design,
utilizing baffles, isolation, and built‐in
microphones. They are one of the first
major modifications to speaker cabinets
in over 40 years of production in the
musical instrument industry and
revolutionizes the tools at hand for the
modern live and studio guitarist.

STANDARD OPTIONS
Single "Ultra Light Variable Microphone Placement
System" includes Neutrik mic cord receptacle,
installed wiring & single versatile hanging hardware.
Neutrik locking amp input jacks & speaker wiring.
Variable front and rear door standard.

EXTRA’S
- 2nd "Ultra Light Variable Microphone Placement System"
- Stereo/mono switch
- Parallel Neutrik amp inputs
- Choice of colors and coverings - call for details
- Casters or Caster Board
- Speakers - contact for models and prices
- Microphones - contact for models and prices
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Weight - unloaded 60 lbs

Size - 30 inches wide, 12 inches deep, 22 inches tall

THE WORLD’S MOST VERSATILE
SPEAKER CABINET

CLUB SERIES 2x12 TYPE 2 UltraLite
The Club cabs are now available in two different styles;
the original Hermit Cab Club has defining details that where
designed to stand out on stage, and the new LW or new light
weight style while sporting less cosmetic details still looks good
and offers the same performance at a noticeably lower weight.
All Hermit Cab’s come installed with a single "Ultra Light
Microphone Placement System" a single microphones to be fully
adjustable within the cabinet to the precise spot of choice in
front of the speaker. The mic cord plugs directly into the Neutrik
mic jacks on the jack panel to which the internal microphone
cable is connected, allowing for full sound isolation.

Hermit Cab, a line of revolutionary
speaker cabinets that allow guitarists
and other amplified musicians to
completely control their sound through
an unprecedented Patented design,
utilizing baffles, isolation, and built‐in
microphones. They are one of the first
major modifications to speaker cabinets
in over 40 years of production in the
musical instrument industry and
revolutionizes the tools at hand for the
modern live and studio guitarist.

STANDARD OPTIONS
Single "Ultra Light Variable Microphone Placement
System" includes Neutrik mic cord receptacle,
installed wiring & single versatile hanging hardware.
Variable front and rear door standard Neutrik
locking amp input jacks & speaker wiring.

EXTRA’S
- 2nd "Ultra Light Variable Microphone Placement System"
- Stereo/mono switch
- Parallel Neutrik amp inputs
- Choice of colors and coverings - call for details
- Casters or Caster Board
- Speakers - contact for models and prices
- Microphones - contact for models and prices
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Weight - unloaded 40 lbs

Size - 30 inches wide, 12 inches deep, 22 inches tall

THE WORLD’S MOST VERSATILE
SPEAKER CABINET
Hermit Cab, a line of revolutionary

ATA 4x12RF TYPE 5

speaker cabinets that allow guitarists

The ATA cabs are both a high quality ATA approved flight
case and a fantastic and versatile speaker system all in one.
They work the same as the Club series while sporting more
industrial cosmetic details and can be use as both a
conventional speaker cabinet and/or an iso cabinet while
also being nearly bullet proof..
All Hermit Cab’s come installed with a single "Ultra Light
Microphone Placement System" a single microphones to be
fully adjustable within the cabinet to the precise spot of
choice in front of the speaker. The mic cord plugs directly
into the Neutrik mic jacks on the jack panel to which the
internal microphone cable is connected, allowing for full
sound isolation.

and other amplified musicians to
completely control their sound through
an unprecedented Patented design,
utilizing baffles, isolation, and built‐in
microphones. They are one of the first
major modifications to speaker cabinets
in over 40 years of production in the
musical instrument industry and
revolutionizes the tools at hand for the
modern live and studio guitarist.

STANDARD OPTIONS
Single "Ultra Light Variable Microphone Placement
System" includes Neutrik mic cord receptacle,
installed wiring & single versatile hanging hardware
Single variable front as designed to be straight iso cab
Neutrik locking amp input jacks & speaker wiring

EXTRA’S
- 2nd "Ultra Light Variable Microphone Placement System"
- Stereo/mono switch
- Parallel Neutrik amp inputs
- Choice of colors and coverings - call for details
- Castor Board
- Speakers - contact for models and prices
- Microphones - contact for models and prices
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Weight - unloaded 90 lbs

Size - 16 inches wide, 16 inches deep, 16 inches tall

THE WORLD’S MOST VERSATILE
SPEAKER CABINET
Hermit Cab, a line of revolutionary

ATA 4x12 3D TYPE 5

speaker cabinets that allow guitarists

The ATA cabs are both a high quality ATA approved flight
case and a fantastic and versatile speaker system all in one.
They work the same as the Club series while sporting more
industrial cosmetic details and can be use as both a
conventional speaker cabinet and/or an iso cabinet while
also being nearly bullet proof..
All Hermit Cab’s come installed with a single "Ultra Light
Microphone Placement System" a single microphones to be
fully adjustable within the cabinet to the precise spot of
choice in front of the speaker. The mic cord plugs directly
into the Neutrik mic jacks on the jack panel to which the
internal microphone cable is connected, allowing for full
sound isolation.

and other amplified musicians to
completely control their sound through
an unprecedented Patented design,
utilizing baffles, isolation, and built‐in
microphones. They are one of the first
major modifications to speaker cabinets
in over 40 years of production in the
musical instrument industry and
revolutionizes the tools at hand for the
modern live and studio guitarist.

STANDARD OPTIONS
Single "Ultra Light Variable Microphone Placement
System" includes Neutrik mic cord receptacle,
installed wiring & single versatile hanging hardware
Variable upper and lower front door and lower rear
door standard. Neutrik locking amp input jacks
& speaker wiring

EXTRA’S
- 2nd "Ultra Light Variable Microphone Placement System"
- Stereo/mono switch
- Parallel Neutrik amp inputs
- Choice of colors and coverings - call for details
- Caster Board
- Speakers - contact for models and prices
- Microphones - contact for models and prices
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Weight - unloaded 90 lbs

Size - 20 inches wide, 20 inches deep, 20 inches tall

